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Volochayevka Battle, February 1922. 

 

 
One of the last battles in the Russian Civil War. 

Panorama is in the Grodekov State Museum of the Far East.  Link to a video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jfIcgd5bkc&t=51s
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News and Views 
Message from CMH Secretary 

Eric Elder 

 

This month we have a pair of Christmas wargaming related articles.  John Brown wrote an after action 

report on the battle between the Ice Queen and Pleistocene Amazons.  The terrain article by Jim Rairdon 

discusses how to make winter terrain features in the battle described by John. 

 

Both Larry Armin and Doug Wildfong have offered up their houses for Friday Night Fights.  Be on the 

lookout for upcoming Friday Night Fight news on our Groups.io page. 

 

 
 

Bill Daniel and Hugh Thompson have started a Pulp Alley Campaign.  More information about the 

campaign can be read on our Groups.io page, as well as their contact details are there. 

 

Recently I decided to check out Rocky Mountain Train Supply store.  With the closure of Caboose 

Hobbies version 1 and then version 2, I have been curious what other model train store exists in the 

Denver area.  A good store is the Rocky Mountain Train Supply store.  From what I can tell, the N Scale 

Supply store moved into a new location and changed its name to Rocky Mountain Train Supply last year.  

They have a good variety of scales and good selection of terrain supplies.  It sounds like they are going to 

continue to get more stock in. 
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January 

Unit of the Month 

Temporarily no sponsor 
 

 

Each month, at the monthly meeting, CMH members bring their latest painted figures and models to the meeting to display 

their latest efforts. 
 

CMH Member Scale Manufacturer Era Unit 

Larry Irons 15mm Essex Ancients Early Imp Roman Cav 

Dave Manley 15mm FOW WWII Pz IV, Stug H and Stug G 

Dave Newport 28mm Gripping Beast Vikings Dark Age Civilians, Livestock 
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Cold HOTT 
Pleistocene Amazons Save Santa! 

Article by CMH Member 

John Brown 

 

Deep in the mists of myth and time one can, with appropriate research and effort, find the legendary battle 

that pitched the Ice Queen and her Evil Christmas Army against the enlightened Pleistocene Amazons. 

The Ice Queen, the original bah hum-bugger, seized Santa’s Workshop to put an end to Christmas. The 

Pleistocene Amazons, wise, compassionate, and in telepathic communion with large furry beasts, fought 

back – with consequences that echo through our culture to this very day.  

  

 
Santa Returns, Escorted by the Amazon Pleisto-Yak Train 

 

Jim Rairdon, occasionally a bah hum-bugger himself, hosted a 120-army-point (AP) on a side Hordes of 

the Things (HOTT) scenario at the January monthly meeting recreating this momentous historical event. 

In another article in this newsletter, he describes building the terrain across which the battle was fought. 

Here we describe the battle.   

 

Jim’s Evil Christmas Army featured a formidable mix of Jack Frosts (magician generals), abominable 

snowmen (behemoths), psycho presents (shooters), gingerbread men (warbands), and evil snowmen 

(hordes). The Ice Queen presided over this malicious mass as a conjurable demi-god. Lurkers disguised as 

Christmas trees gave her deadly capabilities for ambushes in rough terrain. She was reinforced by 

balanced combined arms teams of Daione Shide (Irish Dark Elves) and Dreamtime Aboriginal 

Australians. The Daione Shide (commanded by Doug Rains) are instinctively hostile to anything nice 

elves (like Santa’s helpers) do, and the Dreamtimers (commanded by Cal Pearson) claim Santa never 

makes it to the Outback for Christmas anyway – since it’s in the middle of summer there.  
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Jack Frost led Snowman Hordes, and Lurkers disguised as Christmas Trees 

  

 
The Daione Shide, Irish Dark Elf Soreheads 

 

The approach to Santa’s Workshop is north up a valley cut by Noel Creek, with Reindeer Ridge on the 

west side of the valley and the Fir-Clad Forest on the east. Beyond Reindeer Ridge one finds the Glacial 

Flats, and beyond the Fir-Clad Forest lies open terrain with occasional marshes. The Glacial Flats appear 

to be open but units moving across them may encounter crevasses (bad going) as they do so. Noel Creek 

is thinly iced. Units attempting to cross it other than at the one ford or two bridges can plunge through the 

ice and be lost forever – the bigger the creature the more likely the plunge. 

 

The Evil Christmas Army formed up with its snowman hordes reinforced by other troop types to the left 

of the Noel River as they faced south along it. These were in a strong position proximate to their base 

edge where they could take maximum advantage of the hordes’ capability to replenish losses from their 

base edge. Thus secure they awaited the die roll that would invoke the on-board deployment of the 

awesomely powerful Ice Queen. Meanwhile the nimble Dreamtimers sped forward of this defensive line, 

intending to delay the Pleistocene Amazon advance and be in a favorable position when the Ice Queen 

arrived. To the right of Noel Creek the Daione Shide and a balanced command of the Ice Queen’s troops 

poised to move forward and slug it out with whatever the Pleistocene Amazons brought against them in 

this sector.  Santa’s Workshop was on the Daione Shide’s side of Noel Creek.   
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Dreamtime Army surges forward of the main line of defense to delay the Pleistocene Amazon advance. 

 

The Pleistocene Amazon Army divided into five Totemic Teams. Each team embraced the character of its 

totemic animal for particular strengths. Team Mammoth featured hefty Neander-pike phalanxes and 

mammoths with ballistae on their backs, representing irresistible if ponderous force. Teams Bear and 

Wolf were magician-led mixes of warbands, beasts, and Amazon archers optimized for use in rough 

terrain. Bear also had some wooly rhinos (knights) for additional punch. Team Lion was a highly mobile 

strike force, heroes and riders supported by beasts and a paladin for maximum speed. Team Hippogriff 

boasted an aerial hero and two flyers intended for deep strikes from a study base provided by H. Sapiens 

assault teams. A lurker each satellited on Lion and Hippogriff. Dick Fickes commanded Bear, Richard 

Kasten Mammoth and Lion, and John Brown Wolf and Hippogriff. 

  

 
Totemic Team Mammoth 
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Totemic Teams Bear and Wolf 

 

Team Bear pushed north along Reindeer Ridge and the Glacial Flats while Team Wolf pushed north 

through the Fir-Clad Forest. Both moved quickly in the rough terrain, and soon made contact. The Ice 

Queen’s contingent opposite Bear was soon embarrassed by crevasses athwart its center that it 

encountered while moving forward. Bear, optimized for rough terrain, had fewer problems with these 

newly discovered obstacles. Some of Wolf’s were-warriors were roughly handled by the Dreamtimer’s 

large flightless birds (“screechers”), but these in turn fell prey to reinforcements sped in by Hippogriff and 

Lion. These two highly mobile commands concentrated on the Dreamtimers, aspiring to knock them out 

before the Ice Queen arrived and the rest of her army moved forward.  

 

 
Totemic Teams Hippogriff and Lion 

 

Fortunately for the Pleistocene Amazons, the Ice Queen seems to have been doing her nails – or having a 

spa day. Her minions’ increasingly desperate efforts to invoke her failed to achieve a response. The 

Dreamtimer covering force was overwhelmed by the three converging Totemic Teams, two of which were 

extraordinarily mobile. On the other flank Bear similarly broke the command immediately opposing it in 

confused fighting across the opening crevasses. On both flanks the fighting was fierce. Indeed, the 

Amazon Sororal Shamanesses themselves plunged into close quarters’ battles, ample testimony to how 

desperate the fighting had become.  

 

Meanwhile Totemic Team Mammoth had plodded its way forward in the center and was on the verge of 

decisive engagement with the Daione Shide. With two of five commands broken and the Ice Queen 

nowhere in sight, the Evil Christmas Army considered discretion the better part of valor and abandoned 

the field. Santa returned to his workshop amidst raucous celebration, passing out extra doses of sugary 

sweets to sustain ever more intense euphoria – Party Hearty!    
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The Battle Lines close west of Noel Creek 

 

Kudos to Jim Rairdon for hosting this creative and fun scenario. It once again underscored the ability of 

HOTT rules to accommodate virtually any flight of the imagination. The simultaneous throwing of all 

command dice on each side sped play, encouraging the movement of several commands at the same time. 

The large number of AP involved allowed the deployment of diverse mission-oriented commands, such as 

the Totemic Teams came to be. Simple rules and speedy play kept things in motion – except for the 

conspicuous lack of motion on the part of the Ice Queen. Raucous banter filled the air! 

  

Set at the North Pole, we characterize this as our Cold HOTT. In July we’ll shift the venue to the steamy 

valley of the Nile for a Hot HOTT. It seems the Gods of Egypt are up to some nefarious scheme, perhaps 

assisted by those space aliens whose historical interventions get such rigorous analysis on the History 

Channel. Fortunately, the Archosaurian Amazons are as dedicated as defenders of humanity proximate to 

the Equator as the Pleistocene Amazons are proximate to the Arctic. If you are interested in participating, 

please let Jim Rairdon or John Brown know. Any number can play!   
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Historic Location of the Month 
 

Valyuki, Russia 

 

 
Unit of Soviet anti-tank riflemen, Valuyki, 1942. 

 

 
North-west of Valuyki, November 17, 2021.  
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January 

Game of the Month 
Sponsored by Total Escape Games 

 

 
Each month CMH members host games at the monthly meeting.  This award is for the effort put out by the host. 

 

CMH Member Scale Rules Description 

Matt Vigil 15mm DBN Aspern – Essling 1809 

DAVE MANLEY 28mm Sharp’s Practice Duco & The Needle 

Alex Johnston 20mm Advance & Retreat Wilson’s Creek (1861) 
Winner in RED 
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Creating Snow and Ice Terrain 
Article by CMH Member 

Jim Rairdon 

 

I have recently spent some time working on terrain features, such as hills, woods, streams and brush 

terrain pieces for snow and ice.  During this process, I have watched many YouTube videos, several of 

them are from Black Magic Crafts.  I found then to be very helpful.  Consequently, I thought that I would 

share some of what I learned during the process.   

 

Bases 

 

I wanted the pieces to be fairly stiff, so I purchased some 3mm MDF board.  I purchased 3mm x 6” x 8” 

boards, in a box of 30 for $15.99.  However, it tended to warp when applying wet substances, including 

primer and glue.  It tends not to warp (or warps less) if it is cut into rounded shapes before using the glue.  

When I do it again, I would probably get the 3mm 12”x20” Baltic Birch Plywood.  A package of 6 is 

$34.99, but I believe it would have less of a tendency to warp when wet substances were applied to it.  I 

also weight the terrain pieces down while they are drying.   

 

Hills 

 

For hills, I used Owens Corning Foamular XPS 

foam (Expanded Polystyrene) insulation board.   

I purchased a 4’ x 8’ sheet for about $18.00, 

which is probably a lifetime supply or two.  I cut 

the mdf boards into the shapes that I wanted with 

a coping saw.  I sanded the edges to remove the 

excess material and to make the edges a more 

rounded shape.  I then used carpenters glue to 

glue the board to the foam board and weighted it 

down to keep it from warping.  I had good luck 

with this method.  While the glue dried, I 

generally let it sit overnight, but that may be 

overkill.  I used an OLFA utility knife (OLFA 

5003 L-1 18mm Ratchet-Lock Heavy-Duty 

Utility Knife) to cut the foam to the rough shape 

of the base.  I then used a hot wire foam cutter to 

trim it and bevel the edges (straight up for steep 

hills and at about 300 for gentle hills.  I was told 

to make the slopes gentler for gentle hills in the 

future.).  The edges were then sanded.  Once the 

shape is correct, the pieces were primed with 

Gamemaster Snow & Tundra terrain primer from 

The Army Painter.  To finish it off, the model is 

covered with Liquitex Acrylic Modeling Paste 

(uncolored – it comes in white, you can color it 

for other types of terrain).  For gentle hills just 

use the paste.  For steep hills I used the paste and then pushed some Gamemaster Scenery Sand into the 

leading edges.  While the modeling paste was still wet, I sprinkled Battlefield Snow, also from The Army 

Painter.  When everything is dry, I finish it with Matt Varnish from, you guessed it, The Army Painter.   
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Woods 

 

The woods are made in a similar fashion to the hills.  I cut the mdf bases (rounded shapes) and then glue 

5mm white craft foam with carpenter’s glue.  I then weight the bases as they dry so that they do not warp.  

The craft foam is then cut to shape with the OLFA knife.  The models are then primed as above.  The 

model can then be painted with Gamemaster tundra effect paint (yep from The Army Painter).  Then the 

Battlefield Snow was sprinkled into the wet paint.  Then they were finished with the matt varnish. 

 

Pine Trees 

 

This is a technique for turning Christmas Village pine 

trees into gaming accessories.  I chose the two smallest 

size trees 1½” and 2” tall trees.  First the trees were given 

a bath in warm water with dish detergent, and they are 

scrubbed with a toothbrush.  I used an old one, not the one 

I use each morning.  This will get all the “snow” that 

comes from the factory off of the trees.  They are then 

trimmed.  While they are still damp, they are dunked into 

a mixture of white glue and water and then sprinkled with 

some fine dark green flocking.  I used Vintage 

Reproductions Evergreen Needles flocking.  I then stuck 

them upright into some scrap insulation foam pieces to dry 

and added a light dusting of Battlefield Snow to the trees.  When they dried they were finished with a matt 

varnish.   

 

When I made the bases, I wanted some weight, so I super glued 1½” washer to the top side of the small 

shapes I cut from mdf board.   The washers give weight and helped to prevent them from warping.  I then 

primed the bases with Gamemaster Snow & Tundra terrain primer.  To finish the bases, I used a palette 

knife to apply modeling paste to the base, trying to be careful not to get it on the trees, while still covering 

up most of the washer.  While the modeling paste was still moist I added some Hoarfrost Tuft (by The 

Army Painter – I know, I was in a rut) and sprinkled some Scenery Sand onto the bases.  Finally, after 

they dried they were sprayed with matt varnish. 

 

 

Brush/Snowdrifts 

 

At first, I used the mdf board cut into shapes and glues them to 2mm white craft foam.  Even though I 

weighted them down while I let the glue dry, they warped when I sprayed them with the primer.  This is 

why I plan to use the 3mm plywood for the next terrain project.  For now, I just cut some 2mm craft foam 

into pieces and finished them with the Gamemaster Tundra Effect paint and then placed some Hoarfrost 

Turf to indicate brush.   

 

For streams/rivers I found some 2mm craft foam that was blue with “sparkles” in it.  It kind of looks like 

frozen water.  I cut the sheet into five 40mm by 12” strips.   To finish it off I tried using a white glue bead 

along the edges, and sprinkling the GameMaster snow into it.  However, it dried almost clear and did not 

look correct.  I then use the modeling paste and put a bead of it along the edges with a palette knife and 

sprinkled the “snow” over it.   
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For Christmas I received some Green Stuff World terrain effect mediums, including “Liquid Frost.”  This 

can be applied with a brush or as I did with the one section that I did not like (white glue edge), I put a 

bead right from the bottle.  When it dried it forms crystals that look like frost.  The other things about this 

is that you can build up multiple lavers to increase the effect.  It looks cool.   I am going to enhance my 

figure bases with this frost as well.   

 

Green Stuff World makes a whole line of basing mediums for different terrain types.  I have mud, light 

earth, yellow ochre, light brown earth, beach sand and desert sand.  I am planning to use the desert sand 

for my next terrain go around when I do desert terrain for my Egyptians.  They also have something called 

pigment fixer, which I am still trying to figure out.   

 

I hope that this was helpful, and that you have fun building terrain.   
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2022 Conventions 
 

Date Name Location 

   

February   

24-27 Genghis Con Aurora, CO 

   

March   

4-6 Cincycon Hamilton, OH 

25-27 March to Victory Kansas City, MO 

25-29 AdeptiCon Schaumburg, IL 

   

April   

21-24 Little Wars Chicago, IL 

21-24 RECON Orlando, FL 

   

 

https://genghisconcolorado.com/
http://cincycon.org/
https://www.marchtovictory.net/?mc_cid=e7845ca82b&mc_eid=31d8729e21
https://www.adepticon.org/
https://tabletop.events/conventions/little-wars-2022
https://hmgs-south.com/index.html
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Colorado Military Historians, Inc. 

 
Colorado Military Historians (CMH) is a non-profit organization whose 

purpose is to promote historical wargaming and the study of military history.  

Founded in 1965, CMH meets monthly on the second Sunday of the month, 

except in May when the meeting is deferred to the third Sunday.  The 

meeting starts at noon at the Baker Recreation Center, 6751 Irving Street 

(just a few blocks west of Federal Blvd), Denver, Colorado.  The club also 

hosts gaming at least one Friday night a month, called “Friday Night Fights” 

(FNF) at 7:00 p.m.  Friday meetings will be held at a future determined 

location.  See website for latest information. 

 

 
 

CMH maintains ties with numerous local, regional, and national groups to 

help promote the hobby.  CMH is governed by member-elected officers 

serving on the Board of Directors (executive board).  Terms of office are one 

year, with elections held at the May meeting.  New members are accepted 

after attending three CMH functions and a vote of the membership.  Dues are 

$60.00 per year, payable in January.  Members wishing to receive a snail-

mailed newsletter subscription must pay an additional fee of $15.00 per year.  

Authors retain ownership of articles and graphics published.  CMH reserves 

the right to edit or reject submissions to the newsletter. 

 
One year Adult Membership: $60.00 

Half year Adult Membership: $30.00 

(For NEW members who join after June 30) 

Family Membership: $60.00 (one Adult and any number of offspring) 

Student Membership: $30.00 (16 to 22 years old) 

Children:  free (younger than 16 accompanied by member) 

 

 

 

Club Links: 

Web Site: https://cmhweb.org/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cmhgamers/ 

Groups.io Group: https://groups.io/g/cmhweb 

Discord: https://discord.gg/DAP2Gn 

 

CMH Newsletter 
 

The CMH Newsletter is a monthly 
newsletter published by the Colorado 

Military Historians.  Views expressed 

in this publication do not necessarily 
reflect those of all CMH members. 

 

Mailing Address: 
Eric Elder 

9529 Castle Ridge Cir. 

Highlands Ranch, CO  80129 
 

Phone: 303-933-4723 

 
Email: eegist@hotmail.com 

 

Editor/Layout: Eric Elder 
 

Next Issue:  March 2022 

 

2021/2022 CMH Board 

Members 
 

 

President: 
Nate Forte 

natforteg1@gmail.com 

 
Vice-President 

Jim Rairdon 

rairdon8071@comcast.net 
 

Secretary 

Eric Elder 

eegist@hotmail.com 

 

Treasurer 
Larry Irons 

 

Historian 
Doug Wildfong 

dwwild84@gmail.com 
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